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Abstract—Computation is increasingly moving to the data center. Thus, the energy used by CPUs in the data center is gaining importance. The centralization of computation in the data center has also led to much commonality between the applications running there. For example, there are many instances of similar or identical versions of the Apache web server running in a large data center. Many of these applications, such as bulk image resizing or video transcoding, favor increasing throughput over single stream performance. In this work, we propose Execution Drafting, an architectural technique for executing identical instructions from different programs or threads on the same multithreaded core, such that they flow down the pipe consecutively, or draft. Drafting reduces switching and removes the need to fetch and decode drafted instructions, thereby saving energy. Drafting can also reduce the energy of the execution and commit stages of a pipeline when drafted instructions have similar operands, such as when loading constants. We demonstrate Execution Drafting saving energy when executing the same application with different data, as well as different programs operating on different data, as is the case for different versions of the same program. We evaluate hardware techniques to identify when to draft and analyze the hardware overheads of Execution Drafting implemented in an OpenSPARC T1 core. We show that Execution Drafting can result in substantial performance per energy gains (up to 20%) in a data center without decreasing throughput or dramatically increasing latency.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The computing industry has seen a huge shift of computation into large data centers and the Cloud [1], [2]. Reducing data center computers’ energy use can not only save the data center operator money, but also reduce the environmental impact of computing and enable additional computation within the same power budget. Data center computing is typically different than desktop, mobile, or small-scale server computing in that applications are often optimized for throughput over absolute performance and the application mix in the data center can be more homogeneous. Optimizing processor energy is important because the processor consumes 20-30% of server power [3].

There are many examples of application commonality in a data center. Large websites typically scale out many exact replicas of a server configuration across a data center, utilizing only a modest number of applications which might include a load balancer, front end webserver, business logic, memory caching layer, and a database. In more data-intensive applications such as MapReduce [4] or Dryad [5], it is common for all of the Mappers to be executing the same map program and all of the Reducers to be using the same reduction program. There is also significant batch/bulk computation in the form of resizing of images or compressing of video. These bulk workloads have significant commonality and are not overly latency sensitive. Even in heterogeneous settings such as Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) Clouds [6], [7] or server consolidation workloads, it is common for the platform (OS) and applications to be the same or similar, thereby exhibiting a large amount of commonality.

Much work has gone into reducing energy in computing and in particular in the data center. Techniques such as DVFS [8], [9], reducing energy use of idle machines [3], making computing systems energy proportional [10], [11], exploiting Dark Silicon [12]–[14], and energy aware processor design [12], [15]–[20] all have had significant impact.

In this work, we investigate a new way to reduce energy by deduplicating computation. In particular, we propose a technique called Execution Drafting (ExecD) which identifies and exploits commonality between applications executing on a multithreaded processor. Execution Drafting works by finding two or more applications which are executing the same or similar instruction sequences, but potentially have different data. A hardware synchronizer delays execution of one or more processes or threads to allow the execution points in the candidate programs to align. Once aligned, instructions flow down the processor pipeline such that the first instruction trailblazes while subsequent instructions can draft behind the first instruction, taking advantage of significant energy savings, as shown in Figure 1a. These energy savings can be achieved because the instruction, opcode, and register identifiers for drafted instructions are known to be the same as trailblazers, thereby saving energy for instruction fetch, instruction decode, and pipeline control. In addition to shutting down large portions of the front-end of a pipelined processor, Execution Drafting aligns programs which can potentially save energy in the register file, execution units, and commit portions of the pipeline when instructions that execute share the same operand values, such as when loading constants. If the control flow of the drafting programs diverge, an Execution Drafting processor simply reverts to...
efficient time multiplexing of execution resources as is done in a multithreaded or time-shared processor.

Unlike many previous energy saving and parallelization techniques, Execution Drafting is able to exploit commonality across programs even if they do not contain the same control flow, data, or even code. For instance, Execution Drafting is capable of finding and exploiting commonality in order to save energy across applications within different Virtual Machines (VMs), across different versions of the same program, and even across completely different programs when they execute similar code, as in a common shared library.

The energy efficiency gains of Execution Drafting come at the expense of potential additional program latency. Execution Drafting will delay a program in order to synchronize execution. While this introduces latency, throughput is not drastically affected as the non-waiting thread/program will continue to execute. Although, throughput can be slightly positively or negatively affected due to memory system access reordering. We leverage an insight from previous research [21] by investigating how the introduction of a small and boundable amount of latency can lead to significantly improved energy efficiency in the data center. The addition of latency, without degradation of throughput, can be appropriate for batch applications or even in interactive jobs where the additional latency remains within the Service Level Agreement (SLA), as in many web serving applications where the network latency dominates.

Our work is closely related to previous work in exploiting identical instructions in a processor [22]–[26] (MMT, MIS, DRR, DIR, Thread Fusion) with some key differences. Unlike previous work, Execution Drafting exploits identical instructions among the same applications (or threads within the same application), but is broader and can also draft different programs. This enables Execution Drafting to synchronize code at different locations in the same program or completely different programs. Synchronization mechanisms invented in previous work rely solely on program counter (PC) matching, are not scalable, and are limited by the sizes of their structures. Execution Drafting includes synchronization mechanisms that overcome this. Unlike previous work, Execution Drafting does not track and match operand values to reuse instruction results. We are able to achieve the energy savings previous works achieve with operand matching without expensive RAM lookups, operand comparison, and load address checks. In contrast to Execution Drafting, which optimizes for energy efficiency, previous work trades extra energy to achieve performance gains. Last, we focus our study on small, in-order, low-power, throughput oriented cores, while previous work uses large out-of-order (OoO) cores. This is because we target data centers and our approach echoes the recent interest in utilizing ARM cores and Microservers in the data center.

The contributions of this work include the formulation of computational deduplication. We demonstrate this idea through the example of Execution Drafting. We present a detailed architecture of how to implement Execution Drafting in the OpenSPARC T1 multithreaded processor. We evaluate the energy benefit of Execution Drafting, different synchronization schemes, and the overheads. We show that Execution Drafting can achieve up to 20% energy gain on real world applications with a low latency increase and area overhead.

II. COMPUTATION DEDUPLICATION

Much work has been done in the area of data deduplication for storage, back-up, replication, and network transfer systems [27]–[42]. In the process of storing or transmitting data, unique chunks are identified and stored or transmitted accordingly. As subsequent chunks enter the system, if they are found to duplicate a previous chunk, the data in the chunk is not replicated but a pointer to the previous identical chunk is stored or transmitted instead. The key insight that makes this technique beneficial is that recurring chunks occur frequently. For example, with nightly back-ups, only a small portion of the data may change in any given day.

While data deduplication is used widely in storage and network systems, the analog in computation lacks attention. The idea behind computation deduplication is to identify identical or similar pieces of computation, and exploit their similarity to reduce the work required to perform it. While it is not a novel idea, we attempt to identify it as a general concept common to existing energy saving or performance enhancing techniques. In doing so, we hope to stimulate further research in this area, as cloud environments show great potential for computation deduplication.

In an Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) setting, such as Amazon’s Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) [6], there are many VMs hosted within the same data center. However, many
customers utilize similar (or identical) versions of Linux or other commonly used software such as Apache [43] or MySQL [44]. In MapReduce [4] jobs, each Map and Reduce task, by definition, execute the same code. Many social networking websites store multiple resolutions of user images to prevent dynamic resizing when serving webpages [45]. Thus, when users upload images, they must be resized and stored. The resultant large amount of identical code is ripe for computation deduplication.

Commonality also exists between threads within a program. For example, many web servers launch a new thread for each client. Each thread performs the exact same computation, serving the same webpage, but to different clients. This type of parallelism also occurs in database servers.

Computation deduplication can enable performance enhancements, energy savings, or both. Generally, these benefits can be achieved by doing less work to execute identical copies of a computation. In this work, we focus on one instance of computation deduplication, Execution Drafting.

III. EXECUTION DRAFTING ARCHITECTURE

Execution Drafting (ExecD) is an example of computation deduplication which targets maximizing performance over energy (similar to reducing energy-delay-product (EDP), but accounts for throughput). More specifically, it aims to reduce energy consumption while minimizing the performance impact. Note that this metric allows us to trade performance degradation for larger energy savings, resulting in a net gain in performance over energy. Performance can be either single-threaded latency or overall throughput. We optimize for both interpretations but emphasize throughput since many data center applications favor throughput over single-threaded performance [46]. ExecD does not considerably impact throughput, but does have the potential to increase single-threaded latency.

A. Processor Architecture

The high-level concept of ExecD is illustrated in Figure 1. In the figure, instructions from different threads are represented by different shades (dark, light) and different instruction types are represented by different types of bicycles (road, mountain, cruiser). ExecD attempts to synchronize similar programs or threads on a multithreaded core such that duplicate instructions are issued consecutively down the pipe, as shown in Figure 1a.

**Duplicate Instructions:** are defined as one of two categories: Full duplicates or partial duplicates. Full duplicates have identical machine code. Partial duplicates have the same opcode, but the full machine code does not match.

When duplicate instructions are executed consecutively, transistor switching is reduced. Decoding of a duplicate instruction is identical to the lead instruction; thus it only needs to be performed once. All control logic, i.e. ALU opcodes, multiplexer select signals, etc., will not switch. Only the data may differ between the execution of identical instructions. Thus, everything other than data buses remains static. In fact, it is possible that some data may be shared between threads. Immediate constants may be identical, threads may share memory, virtual memory addresses may be the same, and some data values (zero) are common.

This concept of reducing switching, thereby reducing energy, by executing duplicate instructions consecutively is called drafting, as indicated in Figure 1a. This term comes from the analog in racing, where one racer reduces drag by following closely behind another racer. We call the first instruction or thread in a set of drafted instructions the leader instruction or thread, and the instructions that follow behind, the follower instructions or threads (see Figure 1a).

Reducing switching is not the only energy saving component of ExecD. Knowing that identical threads are synchronized means that only one stream of instructions needs to be fetched. Thus, the fetch stage can be disabled for all follower threads. This is depicted in Figure 1a, where instructions are only fetched for the leader thread but are executed for the leader thread and each follower thread. We call this double-stepping or repeating the instruction.

Data dependent control flow may cause threads to diverge. These divergences require the fetch stage to be re-enabled for all diverged threads. This case is illustrated in Figure 1b, showing the cycle after Figure 1a. In the figure, mountain bikes represent branch instructions. The two successfully drafted branch instructions take different branch paths. ExecD must detect this case and notify the thread select and fetch stage. The thread select stage stops double-stepping instructions and the fetch stage begins fetching for the follower threads again. Note that interrupts and other control flow altering events also cause divergences.

Data dependent control flow thus limits the energy savings ExecD is able to achieve. Consequently, the key to ExecD’s energy savings is the amount of time the processor spends drafting. Thus, robust synchronization mechanisms are integral to ExecD’s success.

B. Thread Synchronization Techniques

In this section we describe three thread synchronization methods (TSMs) that can be implemented in hardware: stall, random, and hybrid. The methods are simple heuristics, however, results show they perform well.

1) Stall Thread Synchronization Method: The stall thread synchronization method (STSM), relies on thread PCs for synchronization. When STSM encounters a control flow divergence, it compares threads’ PCs. It selects the thread with the lowest PC and stalls the others in an attempt to accelerate the lagging thread to synchronize with the others.

This method works well on common code structures such as if-else and loop structures. Figure 2 shows the execution of an if/else structure, where the two threads take different paths. The thread that takes the path earlier in program order...
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Figure 2: If/Else Structure ExecD Example
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Figure 3: Function Call ExecD Example

(T0 in Figure 2a) will be selected to execute and exit the if-else structure first, jumping to a larger PC than the other thread. STSM will now select the thread that took the other path (T1 in Figure 2a), as it now has the minimum PC, until it exits the if-else structure. The threads will synchronize at the end of the if-else structure. Similar logic explains why STSM also performs well on loops. If two threads execute different numbers of iterations of a loop, say 5 iterations and 10 iterations, the threads should stay synchronized for the first 5 iterations, after which one thread will exit the loop. This thread will now have a PC larger than the other thread, and STSM will select the other thread until it finishes its iterations. The threads will synchronize at the end of the loop structure.

There are caveats to STSM. Consider the case in Figure 3 where one thread takes a function call and the other does not. Assume the function code has a larger PC than any other threads’ PC, i.e., it is a shared library or sits higher in memory, as shown in Figure 3d. Thus, STSM will stall the thread in the function call (T1 in Figure 3) until the other thread reaches a PC larger than it. Since the function code is placed at a large PC, this may not occur until the other threads terminate, depicted in Figure 3a. Thus, in order to handle this case, we set a threshold value for STSM. If the difference between PCs is outside this threshold, STSM resorts to alternating the issue of instructions from each thread. The threads will alternate until the thread that took the function call returns, in which case the PCs are within the threshold again and STSM works as described previously, as shown in Figure 3b. Choosing this threshold value is ad hoc, but empirically 100 works well and is used in this work.

The other caveat to STSM involves livelock. Consider two drafting threads trying to grab a spin lock that protects a critical section. One thread will acquire the lock and enter the critical section, and the other will continue to spin. STSM will always select the thread that is spinning, since its PC is lower, resulting in livelock since the lock holding thread is stalled. To avoid this, we implement a ratioed thread selection policy. If the minimum PC has been chosen so many times without synchronizing, select the maximum PC once and go back to selecting the minimum PC. This guarantees forward progress.

STSM breaks down when drafting different code. The same PC in two threads executing different code may not point to the same instruction. Thus, STSM may not be able to draft or disable fetch despite having matched up the PCs as we verify the instructions and the physical addresses match before drafting. This reliance on PCs is a shortcoming of STSM that other TSMs attempt to overcome.

2) Random Thread Synchronization Method: The random thread synchronization method (RTSM) is a simple mechanism. When RTSM encounters a divergence in the control flow of threads, it chooses a thread to execute at random until threads are synchronized again. This effectively varies thread execution points by sliding the threads by each other until a convergence point is found. The intuition behind this is to model random changes to code, for example between two different versions of the same program. RTSM attempts to fix the shortcoming that STSM has with drafting different programs or the same program with different versions and works well in practice. However, it does not necessarily perform optimally on common code structures such as if/else, evident from Figure 2b, and thus suffers when drafting the same program with different inputs.

3) Hybrid Thread Synchronization Method: The hybrid thread synchronization method (HTSM) attempts to inherit the positive properties from STSM and RTSM. HTSM is identical to STSM with two key differences. Recall the function call example in Figure 3 which motivated the addition of the threshold to STSM. In the case of being outside the threshold, HTSM chooses a random thread to issue instead of alternating the issue of instructions from each thread, as shown in Figure 3c. This hybridizes STSM and RTSM.

The other key difference is that HTSM adds some flexibility to the PC based synchronization in STSM. HTSM looks for the PCs of the threads matching (STSM’s goal), but the instructions and instruction physical addresses not matching. This indicates the threads are executing different code. HTSM detects this and tries to model changes to code, such as additions or removals. This is modeled using an offset that is added to all PC comparisons and differences. When HTSM encounters this case, it attempts to find the correct offset to synchronize to. It does this by alternating the execution of code from each thread, executing each thread at exponentially increasing rates. It executes thread 0 for 1 instruction, thread 1 for 2 instructions, thread 0 for 4 instructions, thread 1 for 8 instructions, etc. This effectively
slides the threads past each other, looking for the correct offset that matches the change to the code. HTSM continues to do this until it finds a synchronization point, at which it updates the offset with the difference in the PCs. All synchronization from that point on is based on synchronizing to that PC offset.

4) Note on Thread Synchronization Methods: While TSMs try to achieve high synchronization, energy savings can still be had when threads are not synchronized. When threads are diverged, duplicates still occur. In these cases, we prefer to draft duplicates over synchronizing (i.e. PCs don’t match but is a duplicate), leading to energy savings.

IV. EXECUTION DRAFTING IMPLEMENTATION

Figure 4 depicts modifications to the front-end of the OpenSPARC T1 [47] core for ExecD. The OpenSPARC T1 is an open source version of Sun’s UltraSPARC® T1 [48]–[50]. The core is reduced from 4 to 2 threads for this work. This core is used since it is multithreaded, making it amenable to ExecD. We modified the Verilog RTL of the core to implement ExecD and we plan to tape out a chip utilizing the modified core. The additions to the OpenSPARC T1 processor are small, however, we evaluate the overheads in our results.

The OpenSPARC T1 fetches two instructions per cycle and places them into the instruction buffer for their corresponding thread in the fetch stage. Instructions are always fetched from the thread that is issuing. In the thread select stage, one instruction from one thread is selected to issue. This decision is based on a weighted round-robin thread selection policy giving priority to the least recently executed thread. In addition, threads may become unavailable due to long-latency instructions, cache misses, traps, or resource conflicts [51].

Modifying the OpenSPARC T1 to implement ExecD requires replacing the round robin thread selection policy with a policy that attempts to synchronize the threads, discussed in Section III-B. As shown in Figure 4, a multiplexer (ExecD Enable Mux) is added to the thread selection decision path which selects between the default OpenSPARC T1 thread selection policy and the ExecD thread synchronization policy. This allows ExecD to control which threads get executed when. The multiplexer is controlled by an ExecD enable bit.

The ExecD Thread Synchronization Methods (TSMs) require multiple signals from different portions of the pipeline, as shown in the bottom right of Figure 4. The reason these signals are needed can be understood from the discussion in Section III-B. ExecD requires knowledge of when threads diverge in order to enable the fetching for follower threads and stop the double stepping of instructions. This signal includes branch divergences, interrupts, and hitting page boundaries, as we rely on threads executing from the same code page to determine threads are synchronized. It also requires the thread PCs for synchronization purposes. Thread instructions and the corresponding physical addresses are required to determine when threads are synchronized. Only when the instructions’ physical addresses and the instructions themselves match, can ExecD declare being synchronized. This requires that the physical addresses be piped forward (not shown in Figure 4), as they are usually dropped after the tag comparison. Recall, ExecD does not require threads to be synchronized to achieve energy savings, as duplicate instructions that arise when diverged are also drafted, only the fetch stage cannot be disabled.

In order for ExecD to share the fetching of instructions for two synchronized threads and disable fetch for the follower thread, the physical code page must be shared. Physical code pages are shared in most operating systems when multiple instances of the same program are executing, in addition, most Virtual Machine Monitors deduplicate code pages between VMs enabling ExecD to draft threads between VMs. VMware ESX Server and KVM with Kernel Samepage Merging (KSM) enabled both perform this optimization.

The ExecD TSM logic outputs a few signals in order to control the pipeline when drafting: stall, sync, and repeat. The stall signal is wired to the fetch stage. This allows ExecD to prevent fetching for follower threads when drafting. The sync signal goes to the PC logic in order to keep the PCs of follower threads up to date when drafting. When stalling fetch for a follower thread, the PC of the leader thread gets copied into the PC of the stalling thread in fetch.
The PC of follower threads needs to stay up to date so that we fetch the correct instructions when re-enabling fetch after encountering a divergence. The repeat signal controls an instruction repeat multiplexer that is added to the datapath to support double stepping instructions. The instruction repeat multiplexer selects between the output of the thread select multiplexer and a flip-flop that latches the previously issued instruction. Thus, when double stepping, the leader instruction is chosen from the thread select multiplexer and follower instructions are selected from the flip-flop, only the thread identifier is changed.

V. RESULTS

We first evaluate commonality in applications. This reference result represents an amount of commonality Thread Synchronization Methods (TSMs) can find. Energy savings, performance overheads, gains, and area overheads of ExecD are evaluated, as well as the effect that different numbers of drafted threads has on energy savings.

A. Evaluation Methodology

To evaluate ExecD, we built a trace-based simulator, DraftSim, shown in Figure 5. DraftSim accepts traces generated by Pin [52], and models synchronization of the instruction traces using a specified TSM and reports synchronization results. It also accepts an XML configuration file that specifies a memory system model and energy model and simulates the execution of instructions to obtain performance and energy results. The core model assumes a clocks per instruction (CPI) of one for all non-memory instructions.

We model the latency and occupancy of the L1 data cache, L2 cache, and memory. The parameters used in the core model for all results are shown in Table I and are modeled after the OpenSPARC T1 core.

We use a simple energy model to calculating energy consumption. The energy model is derived from the power breakdown of the OpenSPARC T1 core in [53] and the power measurements of the UltraSPARC T1 chip running at 1.2 Ghz / 1.2V in 90nm technology in [49]. The resulting energy model is presented in Table II. The energy model is used in the simulator as follows. If the threads are synchronized, an instruction is drafted behind another, and the instructions are full duplicates, the energy from fetch, thread select, and decode stages is not added for the duplicate instruction. If two partial duplicates are drafted, the energy from the decode stage is not added for the duplicate instruction. Otherwise, the energy for all stages is added. When the decode stage energy is not added, the register file energy is still added, as it is always accessed. The static power of unused stages is not modeled, however, this should be small and should not dramatically impact results. The simulator’s energy model keeps track of whether threads are synchronized and when instructions are drafted. Applications from the SPECint CPU2006 [54], MediaBench I [55], and II [56] benchmarks are used throughout the evaluation. In addition, different version of the Apache web server [43] and GCC compiler [57] are used as benchmarks. In order to evaluate ExecD, we need multiple input sets for each benchmark. Unfortunately, not all applications within a benchmark suite have multiple input sets, so we restrict our evaluation to applications with multiple input sets.

B. Peak Commonality Available in Applications

We start by evaluating how much commonality exists between applications, between the same program with different inputs as well as different versions of the same program with different inputs. We implemented a reference TSM in DraftSim to obtain an estimate of the available commonality. The reference TSM operates as follows: When a divergence is encountered, the TSM scans future instructions in the trace until it finds the earliest convergence point. It executes the instructions up until that point, after which the traces are synchronized again. While this greedy TSM is not practical to implement in real hardware, it provides a good estimate of the peak available commonality. We limit the number of

<p>| Table I: Core Model |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DraftSim Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPI (Non-Memory Instructions)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 Data Cache Size</td>
<td>8KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 Data Cache Associativity</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 Data Cache Line Size</td>
<td>12B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 Data Cache Access Latency</td>
<td>1 cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2 Unified Cache Size</td>
<td>384KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2 Unified Cache Associativity</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2 Unified Cache Line Size</td>
<td>64B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2 Unified Access Latency</td>
<td>22 cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAM Access Latency</td>
<td>52 cycles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| Table II: Energy Model |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pipeline Stage</th>
<th>Energy per Cycle (nJ/cycle)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fetch</td>
<td>0.60571875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thread Select</td>
<td>0.00585125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decode</td>
<td>0.4675125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execute</td>
<td>0.252525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writeback</td>
<td>0.252525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whole Pipeline</td>
<td>1.70625</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6: Reference Commonality for MediaBench
future instructions searched to 50 million instructions in the reference to bound the memory requirements.

1) Same Program, Different Inputs: Figures 6 and 7 show the reference commonality results for MediaBench I, II, and SPECint, respectively. These graphs show the percentage of execution which is drafted; lighter is better. The actual values are also annotated in each cell, rounded to the nearest integer. On each axis is a benchmark mode (for benchmarks with modes) and input combination. Each box represents the commonality found between drafting the two corresponding benchmark mode and input combinations. The numbers on the axes for SPECint represent different inputs. Some applications, such as adpcm, epic, ghostscript, and gsm, exhibit high commonality when executed in the same mode (i.e. encode/decode), even for different inputs.

However, other applications show sporadic or poor commonality. This is mainly due to irregular or high amounts of data dependent control flow. However, Section V-E shows that, despite the lack of energy benefits from drafting, the performance penalty from doing so is minuscule.

2) Different Program Versions, Different Inputs: We study the commonality in different versions of the same program with different inputs. Figure 8a compares different versions of Apache serving different pages. Figure 8b compares different versions of GCC compiling different applications.

All experiments show available high commonality between the same version with different inputs and versions with the same major and minor version but with different inputs. However, comparing versions across major or minor versions exhibits poor commonality. This is expected, as differing major and minor versions generally indicate large changes to the code, whereas different patch version numbers usually indicate a bug fix or small change [58].
C. Hardware Synchronization Method Performance

In this section, we determine how much commonality can be exploited by our Thread Synchronization Methods (TSMs) and the TSM presented in Minimal Multithreading (MMT) [22]. For a qualitative comparison to MMT, see Section VI. We ran experiments identical to the previous section, with each TSM. Figure 9 shows the average achieved synchronization across different input cross products for each TSM. The white lines indicate averages excluding the same program, same input (SPSI) combinations. Overall, the TSMs achieve comparable synchronization to the reference.

STSM achieves close to the same, if not more, synchronization versus the reference for the same program with different inputs (SPDI). However, it falls short on different versions of Apache or GCC. This is because STSM relies on PCs for synchronization, but in different versions of an application, the same PCs may not point to the same instruction. Nevertheless, it can still find a significant amount of commonality. For instance, drafting Apache 2.4.6 hosting cnn.com against top500.org achieves 94.84% commonality.

RTSM in part makes up for STSM’s shortcomings. It achieves close to the same synchronization as the reference for the different program, different input (DPDI) experiments, but generally falls short with SPDI. This is due to RTSM’s lack of reliance on PCs, which is beneficial for the DPDI case. However, it may not perform optimally on common code structures like if-else and loops, causing it to perform worse in general than STSM in the SPDI case.

HTSM is successful in hybridizing STSM and RTSM, achieving synchronization comparable to the reference in almost all cases, whether drafting different inputs for the same program or different programs. Note that HTSM does not perform better than other synchronization methods in all cases, such as gsm, where STSM performs better. Thus, HTSM is not the obvious choice in all cases.

The MMT simulations used a Fetch History Buffer (FHB) with 32 entries (as in the original work) and assumed only taken branch targets were recorded in the FHB. In addition, every instruction’s PC was checked against the other thread’s FHB for potential convergence points.

MMT performs similarly to STSM on the SPSI experiments. It performs well on common code structures like STSM, but may miss opportunities to synchronize short code snippets. In addition, MMT may not reconverge until shortly after optimal reconvergence points (the first common instruction after a divergence), while STSM achieves tighter synchronization. MMT performs relatively poorly in SPDI experiments, as it relies on PC matching (like STSM) and is limited by its FHB size. A larger FHB may increase MMT’s ability to find synchronization points, especially for SPDI cases, where common code may be distanced further apart. STSM is not limited by the size of any structures, and therefore may perform better here.

D. Energy Savings

We present energy savings from ExecD in this section. To be brief, only HTSM will be used for the remainder of the results. However, energy savings are similar for STSM and RTSM. The average energy savings from HTSM for each benchmark are presented in Figure 10, where the white lines indicate averages without the SPSI combinations. Results are presented as a percentage saved versus the energy needed to execute the benchmarks using fine-grain multithreading (FGMT) - which cannot disable fetch, but may save energy by issuing coincidental identical instructions consecutively.

In general, the energy savings HTSM achieves is correlated to the amount of synchronization it achieves, between
5% and 20% energy savings for most benchmarks. This is evident when comparing Figures 9 and 10. Note that there can be exceptions: If many of the drafted instructions are partial duplicates, it will not save as much energy as with full duplicates. While there are achievable energy savings from drafting partial duplicates, they are comparably small as we model ExecD only saving energy for the decode stage, which does not contribute a large portion to the core energy (see Table II).

The energy results from DraftSim are conservative. DraftSim does not take into account energy savings from the execute, memory or writeback stages if data happens to be shared between drafted instructions. In addition, energy saved from the control logic, i.e., ALU opcode, multiplexer control signals, etc., is not considered. However, we do not model the energy penalty from our TSM logic, but do take into account energy from the thread select stage with the OpenSPARC T1 thread select logic. Our TSM logic should not consume more power than the OpenSPARC T1 thread select logic (based on the area results in Section V-G), thus it is conservative to use the thread select logic energy as a substitute for the TSM logic energy. As such, the actual energy savings may be higher than what is presented.

E. Performance Results

This section examines throughput and single stream performance, but we emphasize that throughput is more significant for data center applications with QoS bounds. Only HTSM results are presented; STSM and RTSM are similar.

1) Throughput: Throughput gains as a percentage of FGMT throughput for each benchmark using HTSM are shown in Figures 11a, 12a, 13a, and 14a along with averages. Two averages are presented, excluding SPSI (first average), and including SPSI (second average in parentheses). The data for SPSI is excluded from the plots for visibility, but is trivial to infer since the execution is the exact same when drafting SPSI.
Throughput gains are in the range of [-5%, 4%] across all benchmarks. We were surprised to find that ExecD can achieve throughput gains, even for the majority of drafting combinations within a certain benchmark suite, as shown in Figure 12a and 14a. Changes in throughput are mainly due to cache performance, as for both ExecD (regardless of the TSM) and FGMT, an instruction is selected to be executed every cycle if ready. ExecD TSMs will never stall both threads on a given cycle (unless stalling for a different reason). However, in some cases, ExecD TSMs align instructions such that cache performance is improved and, in other cases, they do not. Nevertheless, throughput is not largely affected by ExecD TSMs. Thus, we can be aggressive in our attempts to draft applications since, even if drafting does not achieve any energy savings, the performance will not be significantly degraded.

An interesting future technique to explore is to prefetch data from drafted threads based on cache misses of duplicate instructions. This could lead to improved cache performance, giving ExecD a throughput advantage over FGMT. This idea is related to previous work in Helper Threads or pre-execution [59]–[63].

2) Single-Threaded Performance: The single-threaded performance results are presented as a percentage speedup compared to FGMT. They are shown for each benchmark using HTSM in Figures 11b, 12b, 13b, and 14b, with the same averages and caveats as the throughput figures. Results for both drafted threads are shown. Our TSMs can negatively affect single-threaded performance as they stall threads to keep them synchronized. This increases latency over FGMT.

Single-threaded performance speedup is in the range of [-5%, 4%] across all benchmarks. Again, we were surprised to see ExecD achieve speedups, even for the majority of drafting combinations within a certain benchmark suite, as shown in Figure 12b and 14b. This could be a result of cache performance improvements or the way HTSM schedules instructions. HTSM and STSM could stall one thread for many cycles, while executing instructions from the other thread. This means the thread that was not stalled has a lower latency. RTSM shows single-threaded latency closer to that of FGMT, as it chooses instructions to execute at random. Thus, it averages out to FGMT in the long term.

The take away: single-threaded performance is not dramatically impacted by ExecD. As with throughput, this provides some freedom in scheduling threads to be drafted.

F. Performance/Energy Results

Performance is the key metric that ExecD optimizes for. In this section we interpret performance as throughput, since it is more pertinent to data center applications. Figures 11c, 12c, 13c, and 14c show gains for each benchmark using HTSM. Throughput gains are up to 20% for drafting threads that exhibit high commonality. For threads that do not exhibit high commonalities, there is nominal gain or loss, meaning it is not detrimental to draft these types of programs. For example, drafting Apache instances within the same major and minor versions achieves high throughput gains, however, drafting instances with different minor versions leads to nominal throughput gain.

G. Execution Drafting Area Overheads

We synthesized the Verilog RTL for a 2-threaded OpenSPARC T1 core with ExecD modifications with Synopsys Design Compiler using the IBM 32nm SOI process at 1.2Ghz/0.9V. The SRAM area for caches was estimated using the IBM RAM compilers. Note, the L2 cache area is excluded. In addition, the area of the register files, TLBs, and store buffer are excluded as they are either highly ported or use CAMs (making it difficult to estimate the area). The area overheads for ExecD are small, 2.12% of the core area as shown in Figure 15. Most of the area overheads are due to comparators for PCs and instructions, a subtractor for the PCs, and pipe registers for physical addresses. Note, this implementation includes all three TSMs, which allows for many of the hardware resources to be shared between them, e.g. HTSM and RTSM can share a linear feedback shift register (LFSR). The area result correlates well with the power model we used, lending credence to its validity.

H. Execution Drafting with Higher Thread Counts

Thus far, we have only presented results for drafting two threads. However, it is possible to draft higher thread counts. Figure 16 shows the energy savings from ExecD as a function of drafted thread count. This was generated by drafting 100 instructions from each thread and comparing against the energy from executing the instructions from each
thread sequentially. For two threads, the energy savings is \(~20\%\), which is our experimental upper bound. Yet, greater energy savings could be had by drafting more threads. Energy savings increases dramatically until 32 threads, after which we see diminishing returns. This is because there is more opportunity to find commonality and greater energy savings can be harvested with larger blocks of drafted threads. The benefits diminish since we only save front-end energy. We leave developing scalable TSMs and evaluating the energy savings to future work.

VI. RELATED WORK

Minimal Multithreading (MMT) [22] is the work most related to ExecD, but has many key differences. Unlike MMT, ExecD not only drafts the same applications, but is broader and can draft different programs as we presented. The MMT synchronization scheme relies only on PC matching, while ExecD is able to synchronize common instruction sequences at different PCs. This enables ExecD to synchronize code at different locations in the same program or completely different programs, which MMT is unable to do.

Our design is simpler and more scalable than MMT. As we show in Figure 16, drafting larger numbers of threads leads to larger energy savings. When drafting 64 threads, MMT’s synchronization method requires each thread CAM match (comparing) against 63 fetch history buffers (FHBs), which is not scalable. Our approach does not require all-to-all comparisons of PC histories. MMT is limited by the size of the FHBs, which also limits scalability. In fact, MMT’s synchronization approach is similar to our reference.

Our approach is different from MMT. Unlike MMT, we do not match operand values to reuse (memoize) instruction results. Instead, we always execute the instruction for each thread. If the operand values are the same, wires do not toggle in the wake of the leader thread, saving energy. Thus, we achieve the energy savings MMT achieves without expensive RAM lookups, operand comparisons, and load address checks. In contrast to ExecD, MMT trades energy for performance while ExecD optimizes for energy efficiency. The MMT synchronization mechanism, which uses a FHB to CAM thread PCs against PCs previously fetched from other threads, is not robust. MMT only records branch targets in the FHB, which means that reconvergence can only occur at branch targets. This prevents MMT from reconverging in short if/else code hammocks. ExecD handles these cases.

Last, we focus our study on small, low-power, throughput oriented cores, while MMT uses large OoO cores. We intentionally chose lean cores like those used in current data center architectures such as Applied Micro, Calxeda [64], Tilera [65], [66], and the new AMD ARM chip for ExecD since we target data centers.

Multithreaded Instruction Sharing (MIS) [23] is also related to ExecD and takes a similar approach to MMT. MIS uses small, throughput oriented cores, like ExecD, but does not perform active synchronization of the threads. MIS relies on small control flow divergences and finding duplicate instructions within a limited window of instructions. Thus, MIS can try to deduplicate code from different programs, but will not be very successful in doing so.

MIS performs operand comparisons in order to reuse (memoize) instruction results from different threads, like MMT. However, MIS claims performance benefits, not energy savings. In fact, they claim energy losses. This is at odds with MMT’s findings, which claims both performance and energy benefits. Considering MIS and MMT take the same approach and have similar mechanisms, this is a strange result, but may have to do with MMT using OoO cores and MIS using small, throughput oriented cores.

Thread Fusion [26], unlike drafting, “fuses” threads, meaning the core fetches and decodes only a single copy of an instruction (requiring full duplicates) but issues it to two functional units in the same cycle when possible. Dynamic value reuse may enable using a single functional unit, deduplicating computation and thus saving energy. This requires comparators and tracking in register files and tracking in scoreboards, but enables energy savings in the presented workloads. Thread Fusion uses synchronization points (SPs), added manually, by the compiler, or by OpenMP. The authors also suggest an algorithm for finding new SPs. Thread Fusion relies on PCs, so it is unlikely to work well on different programs or versions.

Molina et al. [24] and Sodani et al. [25] also exploit identical instructions in order to reuse (memoize) instruction results, but only within a single thread in a superscalar. They claim performance benefits, but do not study energy.

Our thread synchronization methods are similar to thread-management techniques [67] like thread delaying (to save energy) and thread balancing (to improve performance). In a controlled environment like the one those techniques utilize, they could be complementary to our own. Since ExecD targets different programs, it can save energy without tracking all threads’ progress.

There are many other areas of work related to ExecD. Variations on multithreading architectures, such as the vector-thread (VT) architecture [68], are similar to ExecD, combining independent execution with deduplication when possible. However, automatically finding commonality in data center workloads and factoring out redundant work is not a focus of architectures like VT. In addition, VT requires software changes, which ExecD does not. Temporal Single Instruction Multiple Thread (T-SIMT) [69] is another example in this class which employs synch warp instructions to bring divergent execution paths back together. We considered a similar solution, but found it to achieve similar results to our hardware synchronization mechanisms, without software changes.

Warp reconvergence [70], [71] is an active area of GPGPU research as warp divergence is bad for both energy and per-
formance. These works aim to converge warps as early as possible, making them similar to ExecD. However, GPGPU requires a different programming model, and thus requires software changes, making it less general than ExecD.

There are, of course, many previous works in reducing energy consumption of data center servers. This includes, DVFS [8], [9], PowerNap [3], VM consolidation [72]–[75], energy proportional computing [10], [11], MapReduce energy efficiency [76]–[81], [81], configurable accelerators exploiting Dark Silicon [14] such as Conservation Cores [13], and general energy-aware processor design techniques [12], [15]–[20]. Most of these methods are complimentary to ExecD and do not attempt to deduplicate computation.

VII. CONCLUSION

Execution Drafting is an architectural method for reducing energy consumption and optimizing energy over fine-grain multithreading with small area over-

chronization methods, and the energy-performance trade-off.

is exploited to reduce the work required to execute it.

We evaluated the commonality available in the same appli-
cations with different inputs and the same applications with different version numbers, the effectiveness of thread syn-
chronization methods, and the energy-performance trade-off.

Results indicate ExecD can achieve up to 20% energy gain over fine-grain multithreading with small area over-
heads and the potential for larger gains in drafting larger thread counts.
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